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It is a well-known fact that imaging resolution defined by Rayleigh criterion is 2 times better for thermal light 

than for coherent light [1]. However, imaging resolution description in terms of Rayleigh criterion is suitable for direct 

image observation, but does not provide any understanding of the amount of information contained in the image, that 

can be gained by image post-processing. Development of resolution criteria based on informational approach is a rather 

popular topic today [2,3].  Yet, major researches in this field are aimed at studying imaging of uncorrelated (incoherent) 

sources in the subdiffraction limit (when the size of the whole imaged object is much smaller than Raleigh resolution).  

In this study, we analyze imaging problem conditioning for the scheme shown in Fig. 1 (a). We make no 

assumption about size of the object, which is described by transmissions of its parts (pixels) 0 1nx  . Rotating 

ground glass disk, that generates pseudo-thermal light with varied coherence width wc is used as a source in the scheme. 

SPAD array detector is used to measure probabilities of the coincidence counts pij of different detector pairs.  

Using Fisher information matrix (FIM) 
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one can predict minimal error of extracting xn values from measured probabilities pij on the basis of Cramer-Rao bound 

 
2 1( ) [ ] /n nnx F N  ,  (2) 

where N is total number of joint detection events. Thus the total infidelity of object parameters xn estimation can be 

predicted as trace of inverse FIM 2 1( ) Tr /nn
x F N  . 

 This approach allows to analyze imaging problem conditioning from informational point of view. Such an 

analysis is presented in Fig. 2 (b) (see description for details) and compared to results of experiment (Fig. 2 (c)). 

Theoretical analysis shows that for super-resolution regime there is an optimal coherence width wc that provides even 

better resolution than fully incoherent light (wc→0), but for classical-resolution regimes incoherent source gives the best 

result. Value of the optimal coherence width was found to be about 1.5 size of the object pixel and being almost 

independent on the object shape. This prediction is in a good agreement with experimental data obtained for the same 

object and resolution regime. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the measurement setup. Quasi-thermal light with varied coherence width wc generated by 

rotating ground glass disk impinges on the object described by the transmissions xn, passes through the imaging system 

and propagates to the array detector. (b) Prediction of the total imaging error dependence on coherence width wc for 

imaging of 1D object (in the inset) with quasi-thermal light. The solid and dashed lines correspond to super-resolution 

and classical-resolution regime respectively. Vertical dotted lines correspond to wc = 1.5 pix (the value of the 

minimum). (c) Experimentally measured infidelity for the same object and super-resolution regime as in (b). Red bars 

show the variance of the reconstruction results of 12 independent 1D data sets taken from a single 2D experiment. 

 Existence of optimal coherence width wc is an interesting example of tradeoff between “quantumness” of the 

source and additional information obtained from interference effects, that exists only for finite wc. Knowledge of this 

optimal coherence width allows us to perform more efficient imaging beyond Raleigh limit with limited measurement 

statistics. 
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